
Term Brief Definition 

Moving Ice 

puktaaq free-floating ice 

aulajuq the whole process/collection of moving ice 

aulaniq  moving ice along the sinaaq  

qaattuq aulaniq moving away from the sinaaq  

uukkaqtuq  ice breaking off from the sinaaq 

uukkaruti  the ice that has broken off due to uukkaqtuq, 

and is now free-floating  

nipititaaq rough ice frozen in at the edge of the sinaaq  

uukkaqtaqtuq ice continuously breaking off from the sinaaq  

tatijaujuq ice that is dislodged as the aulaniq moves out 

ukkuartinniq when part of the aulaniq is temporarily 

stable, touching the sinaaq  

sanimuangni q  ice grinding along the sinaaq, moving 

sideways  

qaangajuq when aulaniq stops, and is touching the 

sinaaq for a period of t ime  

minuirniq “ground” ice left behind by the aulaniq 

grinding against the sinaaq or the edge of 

land  

sikutuq a q  old ice that does not completely melt in the 

summer  

piqalujaq  glacial iceberg 

 

Term Brief Definition 

Snowmelt 

qinallatut snow that has softened, semi-melted 

nanirlijuk snow covered that has thinned 

nilaruqtuq  thin film of crystallized snow/ice on top of 

melting snow 

ijaruvaujat crystallized ice formed into a little ball 

shape  

manguqtuq the softening and melting of snow on top of 

the ice 

puimajuq  slushy sea ice surface caused by snowfall 

or snow melt 

qirsuqqaq  temporary freezing and hardening of snow 

after melting has begu n  

Water accumulation and drainage 

aktinniq  an area that melts early and quickly due to 

freshwater influx 

immaktittuq the process of water accumulating on the 

ice due to snowmelt 

immaktinniit melt puddles 

puktailaq  white/”dry” patches of snow seen above 

immaktinniit 

patikjiuqtuq  the process of melt water seeping through 

the ice, underneath the snow  

tikpaqtuq  the process of meltwater draining and the 

ice surface becoming smooth 

saluraq where drainage occurred quickly and there 

is widespread snow/ice visible 

sagliurtuq the process of ice thinning in certain spots  

immaktipaliajuk the second stage of immaktittuq, water 

accumulation caused by icemelt  

itisiuraq deep sections created in the ice due to 

icemelt 

sinaaviniq  a former sinaaq  

killaq  melt hole 
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Extensive ice formation occurs around Igloolik, Nunavut, within Fury and Hecla Strait and Foxe Basin. Through extensive travel on, and use of, the sea ice elders and hunters in Igloolik have developed detailed and sophisticated

descriptions of sea ice processes and conditions based on experiential learning, and sea ice continues to be an important travel and hunting platform for the community.  Collaborative research with these local experts was undertaken to
learn about sea ice from Inuit perspectives, as the specifics of local characterizations and uses are not well understood by the scientific community. Over two separate field seasons (coinciding with different stages of sea ice formation/decay
between October, 2004 and June, 2005), 24 semi-directed interviews and 4 sea ice trips were conducted to document the sea ice conditions, Inuktitut terminology, and descriptions shown in this poster.  This conceptual model of seasonal

freeze/thaw sequences was created to demonstrate the interactions between local sea ice conditions, as well as to highlight links with scientific sea ice terminology (where possible). By learning about Inuit conceptions of sea ice we gain
insights into Inuit knowledge, locally important ice conditions, and cross-cultural.  Over the next few years we aim to expand, and improve upon, these results as part of the International Polar Year (IPY) Inuit Sea Ice Use and Occupancy
Project (http://gcrc.carleton.ca/isiuop) “Mapping Inuit Sea Ice Knowledge and Use.”  We welcome ongoing community feedback and new contributors in this effort.
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Term Description 

Near-shore freezing  

qaingu  ice formation along the shore, in the tidal 

zo n e  

Open water freez ing  

qinu  early ice formation with a slush-like 

consistency 

quvviqu a t  striations of smooth thin ice in open water, 

created by light wind and waves  

Sea ice thickening 

sikuvalliajuq  the process of the ocean freezing over 

(freeze-up) 

aggurtipaliajuq the process of ice freezing in an upwind 

direction 

sikuaq  new, thin, continuous film of ice 

nigajutaq a pocket of open water that takes longer than 

the surrounding sea ice to freeze ove r  

nigajutaviniq  a former nigajutaq, the area has now frozen 

over  

sikuriaq thin sea ice that is still moving and flexible, 

but it is possible to walk on it  

sikuqaq  new sea ice, a few days ol d  

quasalimajuq  ice that has frozen over smoothly, and is 

slippery 

niuma  snow-like ice crystals on new i c e  

niumakjuaq  large niuma  

puimajuq  slushy sea ice surface caused by snowfall or 

snow melt 

 

Term Description 

Landfast i c e  

sikusaaq  newly formed landfast ice, thick enough 

for trave l  

tuvaruajjuqtuq sea ice that is becoming solid landfast i c e  

s iku  general term for solid sea ice  

sikuvik  general term for solid sea ice that is 

travelable 

tuvaq  solid, thick ice that is attached to the land 

apulliq an accumulation of snow on sea ice 

aputaittuq no snow has accumulated on the sea ice 

angaju iq general term meaning “older” 

nuqaq iq general term meaning “younger” 

nutaq new ice that is just forming 

nutaaviniq ice that used to be new, it is now older 

Floe Edge  

sinaaq  floe edge, delineation between tuvaq and 

open water 

uiguaq  new ice that forms at the sinaaq 

atirriaruti narrow edge of ice that forms at the sinaaq, 

prior to uiguaq 

sinaaviniq  a former sinaaq  

uiguavin i q  a former uiguaq  

qangusirsimajuq smooth ice formation, with no snow or 

qanguti  

qanguti ice crystallization or compact snow layer 

on newly formed ice  

niumakjuaq  large niuma  

 

Term Description 

Cracks 

nagguti a crack in tuvaq that opens and re-freezes, and 

runs from land to land 

napakkut i  a crack in tuvaq that runs from land to the 

sinaaq  

quglukniq  a crack that opens and closes in a peaked 

formation 

pilagiatinn i q  a nagguti that stops and starts/continues in a 

different direction  

aajuraq a crack that opens in the spring and does not 

re-freeze  

quppirniq  a crack that forms outwards from the sinaaq, 

in moving ice 

 

Term Description 

Break-up 

aajuraq a crack that opens in the spring and does 

not re-freeze  

tuvarliqtuq the process of tuvaq deteriorating 

siruttiq break-up 

tuvaijaqtuq tuvaq breaking off  

tuvaijautiit pieces of tuvaq that broke off and are now 

free-floating 
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